Master List and Index:

Group Identifier, #1
Title:
Genre:
Description:
Informant(s):
Collector:
Folk Group(s):
Performance Context:
Place:
Year:
Restrictions:
Keywords:
Notes:

Group Identifier, #2
Title:
Genre:
Description:
Informant(s):
Collector:
Folk Group(s):
Performance Context:
Place:
Year:
Restrictions:
Keywords:
Notes:

Group Identifier, #3
Title:
Genre:
Description:
Informant(s):
Collector:
Folk Group(s):
Performance Context:
Place:
Year:
Restrictions:
Keywords:
Notes:
Informant: FirstName LastName
Place collected: TownHere
Date collected: ApproximateDateHere

Title: TitleHere
Genre: MoreThanOneGenreHere
Folk Group: MoreThanOneGroupHere Always Gender And Ethnicity

Informant Data:
InformantDataHere

Contextual Data:
ContextOfThePerformanceHere

Item:
TheDescriptionOfTheItemOrItsTextHere

Comments:
AnyCommentsFromTheCollectorHere

Restrictions:
None

Collector:
CollectorFirstName CollectorLastName
CSU, Fresno
Hum 118, Dr. Engle, FallSpring 20XX

<i.d. number in the lower left footer: use the group identifier plus a running number - NO DUPLICATIONS! Do NOT use automatic numbering in the footer!>